**Spring Recruitment 2015 was a Resounding Success**

With over 14 National and local chapters participating in IFC recruitment this year and a prospective recruitment base of over 400 men, recruitment was a resounding success. Over a two-week period beginning this semester, chapters hosted skeet shoots, smokers, formal coffees, and other events that allowed potential new members to understand the community of the chapters they were interested in. Over 260 bids were extended on bid day—an 18% increase over last spring. Congratulations to all new members of Baylor Greek life!

---

**Thanks to everyone that participated in Spring Recruitment, Remember fall recruitment is fast approaching!**
Effectively Developing Greeks

IFC Exec, Baylor Law Professor Deliver Risk Management Seminar

Every semester, the Effectively Developing Greeks seminar seeks to educate potential new members on elements of risk management and responsible participation within the Greek system at Baylor. We were fortunate to have a tremendous lineup of speakers that covered topics on sexual assault prevention, hazing, and alcohol awareness. Houston Senior, and former chapter president, Daniel Avant performed a demonstration that impactfully presented statistics of sexual assault on college campuses. The legal implications of alcohol consumption in a fraternity environment were discussed by Law Professor David Henry.

Special thanks to guest speakers Daniel Avant and Professor Henry!

IFC Updates

IFC Advocating Change

The Interfraternity Council has long been a medium of communication between chapters. With this comes the opportunity for united advocacy through the council. This semester IFC has taken up the issue of adopting a university wide float cap on class A floats, similar to what is done with classes B and C. If there is a cause that is important to you or your chapter, let your delegate know, or come by one of our delegate meetings Wednesday at 4:00 PM.
IFC Adopts New Point System

Requests to the Interfraternity council allocation fund are available to all philanthropic events hosted by IFC chapters. In an effort to proportionately increase chapter funding, a new point system has been adopted by the delagation. This point system establishes a tiered approach to organizational funding requests. Points are gained through chapter benchmarks like high chapter GPA, campus participation, and interfraternity involvement. The top tier allows for an unlimited funding request! If you have any questions on the new point system, ask your chapter delegate or email IFC@Baylor.edu.

IFC Scholarship Updates

IFC GPA is Higher than All-Mens

The men of Greek life succeeded once again in their ability to achieve a cumulative grade point average higher than the all university mens average. IFC chapters also improved upon the spring average from last year with a score of 3.14. This proves the long standing notion that chohesiveness of a brotherhood focused on success can have a tremendous effect on lives within the chapter. Stay tuned for updates on individual chapter average awards contained within the HHR Report!

Calendar for the Fall

Fiota Futnet (Phi Iota Alpha): March 20th
War of the Roses (Pi Kappa Phi): March 23-26
Beta Cup (Beta Theta PI): April 17-18
Fiota Cup(Phi Iota Alpha): April 17-18
SAE Salsa Fest (Sigma Alpha Epsilon): April 23
Race One (Alpha Tau Omega): May 2nd

Socialize with IFC

facebook.com/BaylorIFC
@BaylorIFC
@Baylor_IFC
Meet your Exec Board!

President: Dusty Wright
External Vice President: Chase Hardy
Internal Vice President: Matt Willis
VP of Activities: NICK Srinivasan
VP of Scholarship & Service: Dean Rogers
VP for Recruitment & New Member Education: Brandon Buckalew

Suggestions for next issue?
Email: IFC@Baylor.edu